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ABSTRACT: 

This very current debate, generpted by .publication 18 

months ago of the Rowland-Molina fluorocarbon-ozone depletion 

model, is a scientific phenomenon• whose potential dangers are 

worldwide and long term. Resolution of this debate, in its 

scientific, technological, economic and political aspects, is 

dependent at the deepest level on.the application of both pure 

and applied scientific understanding. 

In order to guarantee a viable solution to the contro-

versy, find to similar problems that will arise in the future, 

the citizenry must have sufficient grasp of the scientific 

conepts, as well as the moral perspective to permit a just 

application of this scientific knowledge. 

The following pages propose a, curriculum scenario, for 

use in Nigh school science classrooms,'that takes the problems 

raised by the technological; economic, political contexts of 

the fluorocarbon controversy as its point of focus. 

.The initial phase of this curriculum takes the student 

through's scientific analysis of the proposed ozone depletion• 

model. This lays the groundwork for two additional perspect-

ives: a philosophical dimension that examines the nature of 

scientific and other levels of knowledge, and a 'career educa-

tion dimension dealing with the range of professions represented 

by ptople involved in the controversy. 

CONTENTS: Historical Introduction. 

Pháse l The Scientific Dimension. 
A pure science analysis using lab-plassroom 
tools and methodologies. 

Phase 2: The Philosophical Dimension. 
Questions of truth, ethics, legislative 
implications. 

Phase 3: The Career Education Dimension. 
The variety of occupations, of different' 
areas of knowledge, involved in resolving 
the controversy. 



HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION - 

Jüné 1974 marked publication of the first scientific

paper, indicating potentially catastrophic-effegts 'frog con 

tiynuetd Use of -such seemingly innocuous products• as .deodorant-

and hair 'sprays. This incredible warning, unbelievable at 

.first even to its authors,_ led a year ago to Congressional 

hearings before the Public Health.and Eriviironment Subcommittee 

of the House's Commerce Committee. 'The Subcommittee chairman, 

,.,Paul Rogers (Dem., Fla.);' introduced•those bearings with 

these cryptic remarks: 

"Since coming to the. Congress; I have never begun 
hearings wish such an eerie feeling., 'The idea that 
we may in fact be destroying the layer of atmosphere 
which protects us from'the sun's rays is both rather 
stsggering'and frightening... 

"The entire matter rings of a science fiction tale, 
'one we have all heard, about how a planet now barren 
was destroyed by its very inhabitants. 'Had not the 
evidence been brought forth by such reputable men of 
science; it ,,would seem Like black humor, that every 
human on Earth may be in'tdàngef by billions of aerosol 
cans." 

The relevance of science, the need for the,widest'pds- 

sible understanding of•its nature and content, wes•strikingly 

illustrated later that day by Subcommittee member Richardson -

Preyer (Dem., N.C.). After 1i'stén.ing to the. testimony of 

leading atmospheric scientist#, Congressmhn Preyer responded 

as follows: 

"Mr. Chairman, when I came over today. I thought we 
.would have a hearing that would be a standard confLic 
between the environmentalists and industry and I can only
say I am stunned by what we have heard here.

"There has. not been• inflammatory .rhetoric or alarm-
ist language but here we have some of the most"distin-
guished scientists in America telling us about the probleci. 



"I think these could be the most important hearings 
the committee häs ever had. It looks like all of us lay- 

' men in this country have. got to learn a new subject now. 
We recently had to learn constitutional law and then we 
had to be'economists and now we have to become chemists 
and mathematicians. No wonder people lóng fora the good 
old days." 

Congressman Preyer is suggesting nothing less that a new 

moral perspective: science must become an instrument of social 

values. We see a new urgency, a new relevance, to the study 

of science. It is not enough that our 'students-- tomorrów's 

citizens- ',understand the scientific' principles involved in 

public policy issues. This understanding is: important, and 

methods of gaining it will be addressed in phase 1 of the cur-

riculum proposal that follows. 

But these future citizens must also be sensitive to(the 

philosophical and'moral issues involved:..- to the  nature, and 

just use of scientific knowledge. Phase 2 of our curriculum 

will detakl .how the fluorocarbon- ozone depletion issue may' be 

used to help students lay hands on this concern. The approach 

will be to focus on the philosophical implications of scien- 

ti'fic understanding... how we de?ine and perceive scientific, 

''moral, legal'truths... how we arrive,at workable definitions 

of these truths. We shall deal with the nature of a scientific 

model, and how the different'public.intei`estgroups involved 

' in the fluorocarbon issue— the academic scientists, legisla-

tors, industry people— view and have used this.informatiow.' 

The awareness, that very  different interest groups are di-

rectly involved in the controversy leads naturally into a third, 

so-called career education phase of the proposed curriculum. 

This is due to the wealth of occupations and different bodies 

of knowledge that come into play trying to solve the fluoro- 



carbon problem. This intersection of careers suggests a nat-

ural and exciting way for students Ito study career possibil-

ities that have relation to science. These might include, be- 

sides scientific research in an academic setting, law.and re-

jetted legal services, the entire industry- business spectrum, 

politics and .public service careers. 

,Because the fluorocarbon Imo may well be resolved by a 

public policy decision based on a scientific model, because it 

will be legislated by politicians, because such legislation 

will affect a-segment of industry and hence the economy, be-

cause enforcement involves regulatory machinery and the law, 

this is an issue. that. focuses and hence unifies all human khow-

ledge: This knowledge must bé bYought to bear on a problem 

that is world-wide and long term.*

TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES: .A GENERAL CATALOG

The descriptions that' follow are suggestive-of the range 

and type of activities available to the science.teacher. As 

indicated in the introduction, these will be'divided into three 

phases: scientific, philosophical, career education, 

PHASE 1: THE SCIENTIFIC DIMENSION; .A pure-science analysis, 
. using lab-classroom tools ,end.methodologies. 

Optimum Use: .To deliver a body of'basic factual information 

which will motivate and aid students in unders tanding and 

integrating their observations and,ex,per-iencés in science 

classes. 

Content: To illustrate the sdópe and breadth of skntific 

fac'ts,•',concepts, principles involved in the •fluorocarbon-

-ozone depletion hypothesis. ' 

For a summation of the issues, see Appendik 



Fluorocarbons 
and the 

Environment 
REPORT OF FEDERAL TASK FORCE 

ON INADVERTENT MODIFICATION 

OF THE STRATOSPHERE (IMOS) 

II. Conclusion and Federal Actions 

Council on Environmental Quality 
Federal Council for Science and Technology 

June 1975 

The following excerpts from "Fluorocarbons and the Envir-

onment," the, Federal Task Force's so-called IMOS Report on the 

controversy, are each followed by a list of the scientific con- 

cepts needed to explain the. model; as it is developed in the 

Report. Teachers axe urged to consult lecture demonstration . 

.sources (listed) •to help teach the concepts. Valuable but less 

familiar activities Are footnoted. 



A. Excerpt from Report of 
Federal Task Force on 
Inadvertent Modification 
of the Stratosphere (IMOS),: 

. In June 1974 the first scientifiAaper was 
published raising the issue of possible harmful 
effects is from discharges of fluorocarbon gases, 
principally CFCI3  (fluorocarbon-11) , and 
CF2C12  (fluorocarbon-12), into the at-
mosphere. ,Since that time numerous other 
scientific groups have reported on this Issue. 

The Interagency Task Force on Inadvertent 
Modification of the Stratosphere (IMOS) has 
investigated this subject and found that: 

(1) Fluorocarbons are produced in large 
gyantities; ultimately almost all are 
released into the atmosphere. 
(a) Approximately 13.8 billion 

pounds of fluorocarbons-11 and 
-12 (F-11 and F-12) have been 
produced to date in the world (ex-

clusive of the U.S.S.R. and 
Eastern European countries). 

(b) 1.7 billion pounds of this total 
were produced in 1973. 

(c) Total U.S. production has been 
doubling about every 5 to 7 years 
since the early 1950's; world-
wide production (exclusive of the 
U.S.S.R. 'and Eastern European 
countries) in 1973 was 11% over 
1972 production. 

(d). Approximately 50% of Ore w,prld 
production and use of these 
fluorocarbons (exclusive of the 
U.S.S.R. and Eastern European 
countries) occurs in the U.S.  

(2) F-11 and F-12 are not appreciably 
chemically decomposed in the lower 
atmosphere. 
(a) They are virtually inert chemical-

ly'in the troposphere. 
(b) They have very low solubility in 

water and therefore are not 
washed out of the atmosphere by , 
precipitation. 

(c) They are found in the atmosphere 
in conçentràtions that seem to be 
'consistent .with the total world 
release to date. 

(3) No significant natural "sinks" other 
than stratospheric processes are 
known to.exist for fluorocarbons in 
the environment. 
(a) The amount of fluorocarbons con-

tained in the oceans, in soil, in 
subsurface ground water, and 
frozen in the polar ice caps is 
probably insignificant when 
compared with the' atmospheric 
content. 

(4) A significant fraction of the fluorocar- 
bons is expected eventually to move 
by atmospheric circulation and diffu- 
sion up into the stratosphere. 
(a) Recent measurements have 

detected the presence of F-11 in 
the stratosphere. 

(b) ¡Us estimated lluat it would take 
several years for a significant 
fraction' oT the total volume of 
fluorocarbons discharged in a 
given year to reach the 
stratosphere. 

B. Scientific Concepts needed to understand the IMOS Re0ort: 

(general) chemists' atomic theory, meaning of symbols, formulas. 

(1) Conservation of matter; vast growth of chemical technology; 
Spaceship Earth- substances released to the environment do 

not disappear. 

(2) Chemical reactivity vs. inert behavior; solubility; 
biodegradability. 

(3) Concept of 'a sink (as a removal mechanism). 

(4) Nature and properties of gases, especially diffusion; 
Structure of the atmosphere. 



A. IMOS Report Excerpts: 

(5) In the stratosphere above 25 km 
(about 80,000 ft), fluorocarbons are 
expected to: 
(a) Be reactive due to dissociation by 

UV radiation from the sup which 
penetrates only as far as the 
stratosphere. 

(b) Yield chlorine atoms (Cl) and a 
fluorocarbon radical. 

(c) Dissociate within days to months 
depending upon the, altitude. 

(6) Although it has yet to be confirmed by 
direct stratospheric measurements, it 
is assumed that the quorocarbon 
radical will probably dissociate until 
all of the chlorine atoms ate released. 
Cl may react catalytically with either 
an oxygen atom (0) or ozone (03) 
before forming less reactive hydrogen 
chloride (HCI) and diffusing 
downward to the troposphere`. 
(a) Under these conditions the 

chlorine atoms (Cl) or as the free 
radical CIO for at least several 
days, and in this interval would 
be expected to react with 
thousands of oxygen atoms or` 
ozone molecules. 

(7) Ozone is a minor, but xtremely im- 
portant, constituent gas in the 
stratosphere. 
(a) It is generated by the splitting of a 

normal oxygen molecule (02) by 
ultraviolet (UV) solar radiation 
and subsequent combination of 
the liberated oxygen atoms with 
another oxygen molecule to farm 
ozone. 

(b) The rate of formation of ozone is 
believed to depend almost ex-
clusively upon the amount of in-
coming UV solar radiation and is 
therefore virtually independent 
of human influence. 

(8) Ozone is maintainid in •the 
stratosphere in . a dynamic equi-
librium; i.e., there is an approximate 
balancing of the rate of ozone forma-
tion with that of ozone destruction. 
(a) The naturally, occurrin ozone-

destroying reactions include the 
interaction of ozone with oxygen 
atoms (0), with nitrogen oxides 
(NO„), with hydrogen species (H, 
OH, HOz) and possibly other 
nétural stratospheric com-
ponents, The rate of•loss to the 
troposphere by transport into the 
stratosphere is . much smaller 
'than the rate of loss by chemical 
reaction. 

(b) Mast of the ozone in the at-
mosphere resides in the strato-
sPhere. 

(c) The concentration of ozone 
between the earth and the sun at 
mid-latitudes fluctuates daily on 
the average of 10% in the winter 
and 5% in the summer and 25% 
between seasons. 

(d) The total ozone equilibrium con= 

centration of the stratosphere 
also varies considerably with 
latitude; ozone occurs in greater 
amounts over the polar regions 
than at lower latitudes. 

'B. Scientific Concepts: 

(5, 6) Interaction between matter and energy; chemical decompo-
sition of molecules into reactive fragments; reactivity of 
odd-electron species such as Cl atoms: 

Concept of catalysis, especially regeneration and chain 
reactions; chemical reactions proceed at different mites. 

(7) Use of chemical equations to explain ozone formation. 

(8) Concept of equilibrium (closed system) vs. steady state. 
Bathtub analogy (see footnote a). 



A. IMOS Report Excerptst 

(9)' Because of the large natural 
variations in ozone content, a 5 to 10%

' average decrease; persisting and 
measyred for several years, would be 
required before a change could be at- 
tributed to human activity with any 
reasonable statistical reliability. 
(a) Total ozone levels in the northern 

hemisphere seem to have in-
'creased by about 5 to 10% during 
the period 1955-1970. The ozone 
concentration has been on the 
decline since 1970 (approximate-
ly 1 to. 2%). These fluctuations 
probably represent primarily 

  natural variations, possibly 
related to solar activitjer 

(10)It is expected that any release to the 
atmosphere of man-made chemicals 
that reach the stratosphere and react 
to destroy ozone would create ad-
ditional decreases in the stratospheric 
ozone content over and above those 
caused naturally'. 

(12)Other man-made chemicals such as 
methyl chloroform. perchloro- 
ethylene, and other halogenated com-
pounds may also be of environmental 
concern: with respect to . possible 
reduction of stratospheric ozone. 
However, most appear at this time not 
to be as important, either beçause: 
(a) They ,are expected to be removed 

rapidly in the lower atmosphere, 
or 

(b) They are produced and released 
to the atmosphere in substantial- 
ly lesser amounts. 

(13) Although there ere some uncertain-
ties in'the calculations, the best es-
timates are that fluorocarbon produc-
tion and release to the environment to 
date may: 
(a) Have resulted in a current reduc-

tion in average ozone concentra-
tion estimated to be most likely 
between 0.5 and 1% and possibly 
as large as 296: 

(b) Eventually result in as much as a 
1.3. to 3% reduction in the 
equilibrium ozone concentration. 

04) Because of slow diffusion of fluoro-
carbons Into the stratosphere, any, 
changes in ozone from fluorocarbon 
release would be delayed. 

Even if no additional fluorocar-
(a) bons were released after a certain 

date, further reduction of average 
ozone concentration would con-
tinue, reaching a maximum in 
about a decade or pore later. 

(b) It is expected that reduced levels 
of ozone would last to some ex-
tent for as much as a century or 

 more after cessation of fluorocar-
bon releases. 

(15)Currerit model •calculations predict 
that if release of fluorocarbons were 
to continue at the 1972 rate, a max-
imum reduction of about 7% in the 
equilibrium ozone concentration 
would be expected after severe' 
decades. 

B.  Scientific Concepts: 

(9, 13) Utcertai,nty in measurements. 

(10) Bathtub analogy (see footnote a). 

. (14, 15) Scientific models and predictions based upon them. 
Black box analogy (see footnot.b).. 



A. IMOS Report Excerpts. 

EFFECTS OF OZONE 
REDUCTION 

(1) Stratospheric ozone screens UV-B 
radiation in sunlight from the earth's 
surface. 
(a) UV-B radiation has a wavelength 

range of 280 to 320 nanometers` (1 
nm a 10-9  meters). 

(b) An approximately 1.4 to 2.5% 
(median of 2%) increase in UV-B 
radiation at the earth's surface at 
mid-latitudes would occur for 
each, 1% reduction . in 
stratospheric _'ozone concentra-
tion. This relationship holds true
for small percentage changes iñ 
ózone concentration.. For larger 
reductions of ozone, it is expected 
that the associated increase in

.UV-B radiation reaching the 
earth's surface, would be dis-
proportionately greater. 

Any significant decrease in the 
stratospheric ozone • layer resulting in in-
creased UV-B radiation reaching the earth 
would cause environmental effects that are 
predominantly harmful.' 

(1) There is persuasive, although rrgLab- 
solutely 'conclusive, clinical and 
epidemiological. evidence of a direct 
correlation between solar radiation 
and the historically- observed in-
cidence of several generally non-fatal 
(non-melanoma) 'akin cancers in 
humans. (The death rate In the U.S. is 

'estimated to be about 1% of the non-
melanoma cases.) This is strongly 
supported by the unequivocal induc-
tion of skin cancers in animale ex-
posed to increased UV radiation. 

B, 'Scientif ic Concepts. 

(1) Electromagnetic.spectrum; wave model and wavelength. 

Effect of radiation on living tissue; tapes of skin cancer, 
aging. 

(a) There is, - for example, an ob-
served doubling of non-
melanoma skin cancers with each 

, 8°  to 11°  decrease in latitude, 
which is presumed to relate to the 
correlated increase in UV radia-
tion reaching the earth with 
decrease in latitude. 

(b) Based upon the estimated 
relationship between ozone con- 
centration in the stratosphere and 
UV radiation reaching the earth's 

'surface, and between tiV radia-
tion and the incidence of non-
melanoma skin cancers, an in-
crease of approximately 2% 
(range 0.7 to 5%) in the incidence 
of non-melanoma skin cancers in 
the U.S. is- predicted for a 1% 
reduction in average ozone con-
centration (with a dispropor-
tionately greater increase in 
cancer forrhigher percentages of 
reduction in ozone levels). 

(c) The National Cancer Institute es-
timates the current  pcidénce of 
non-melanoma skin cancers in 
the U.S. to be about 300,000 cases 
per year. 

(d) Calculations based upon ob-
served changes in incidence of 
skin cancer with variations with 
latitude for each percent 'ozone 
reduction range from 2,100 to 
15,000 (8,000 median) additional 
cases of non-melanoma skin 
cancer per year in light-skinned 
individuals in the United States 
at steady state. 



A.,IMOS Report Excerpts,  

(2) There is 'some evidence, although I' 
much less conclusive, to support a 
similar correlation between UV-B 
radiation and melanoma—a much less 
common, but considerably more fre-
quently fatal, form of skin cancer (me-
dian survival time, or Z years). 

(3) Other expected health effects include 
greater incidMnce of sunburning in 
population at risk and earlier onset of 
skin aging. • 

(4) Other possible effects that have been 
less studied are eye damage and ex-
cessive synthesis of vitamin D in the 
skin. 

(5) Possible biological and agricultural 
effects, for which more investigation 
is required before any definite,con-
clusions can be made, include: 
(a) Change's in physiological,' 

biochemical, anatomical, and 
grow* characteristics of certain 
plant species sensitive to UV-B 
radiation, including some food 
crops. 

(b) Disturbances in aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystems. 

(c) Effects un the behavior of insects, 
including those beneficial to 
agriculture. 

, (d) Effects on the stability and effec-
tiveness of agricultural chem-
icals. 

(u Effects on livestock, e.g., id- j 
crease; in certain types of cancer. 

(f) Reduction in the yield of some 
crops, especially in areas of I 
marginal agricultural production, 
as the result of any significant 
climatic changes resulting from 
reduction of stratospheric ozone 
levels. 

(6) Some scientists . postulate that 
changes in stratospheric ozone levels. 
would cause changes in temperature, 
wind, patterns, • precipitation, and 
other weather elements. Thetnature 
and extent of these changes and their 
effects on the earth's climate, 
however, cannot be predicted on the 
basis of present knowledge. 

B. Scientific Conceat. 

(5) Effects of ultraviolet radiation on humans, plant life. 
Ecosystem interrelationships;food chains. 

(6) Weather and Climate. 
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Footnotes tb Phase 1. 

-Bathtub Analogy. Widely used by atmospheric scientists when discussing 

ozone depletion, Dr.,Michael B. McElroy, professor of atmospheric sci-

ences at Harvard University referred to it in a telephone interview with 

'The New.York Ti mes, published Ally 8, 1975: 

l "He likened the ozone layer, to a batht partly filled with water, �
with the drain open and enough water flowing in to make-up for what 
goes down. The drain represents all of the effects that deplete 
ozone. The intake represents the processes reconstituting that gas. 
"If the drain is enlarged even a bit, the water level is bound to 

drop, he said, and this is the effect feared from fluorocarbons"

b Black Box Analogy. See excerpt (below) from Bassow, H., 
"Construction and Usé of Atomic and Molecular Models,!' 
Pergàmon Press, Oxford, England, 1968: 

NATURE OF A_MODEL: 
THE BLACK BOX ANALOGY 

THIS isa book about scientific models, particularly the construc-
tion arid use of models of different chemical substances. We 
might very well begin by considering just what such a model is 
anyway, or—even better—the scientific meaning and use of the 
term "model". 

The dictionary defines "model" ns "... a representation to 
show the construction, or serve as a copy, of something". The 
problem for the scientist is that he does not know what the 
"something" looks like, and therefore cannot copy it. Thus the 
scientists' model is not a model in the dictionary sense, since it 
clearly can NOT be a copy of the real thing. 

As we try to Understand just what a scientific model is, it may 
help to imagine you have been handed a sealed box, and asked 
to construct a Mental picture of what art object contained in the 
box might be like.'It would help even more to have a friend pre-
pare such a box for you—without identifying the object he has 
placed inside—so that you can have the actual experience of 
trying to evolve an idea of what it might look like. 

Suppose, for example, that as you tilt the box gently from side 
to side you hear a distinct rolling sound. "Aha," you say, "it's a 
marble! ! " What you mean, of course, is that it rolls like a marble 
would, so that it could be LIKE a marble at least in this respect 
It could also be like a-golf ball, or a ball bearing, or perhaps a 
large wooden bead, and this is why it is better to say it is LIKE a marble

instead of it is a Marble. But wait a minute„a pencil would
too, ,in• one direction! Perhaps the object is like al  

pencil. How could you tell? "Why," you say, "tilt the box in the 
OTHER direction of course!" A rolling sound then would indicate' 
a round; marble-like object, while a sliding sound might suggest 
the pencil-like possibility. Let us assume, in our example, that¡ 
the sound is once again of something rolling. 

Notice what,a remarkable thing you have done here. First, you 
performed an experiment: tilting the box. You made an observa
tion: you heard a rolling sound. This led you to evolve two 
mental models for the object in the box: marble-like or pencil-
like. These models did three things: (1) they explained your initial 
observation, since either marble or pencil would roll in one 
direction; (2) they suggested further experimentation (i.e. tilting' 
the box in the other direction); and (3) they predicted the possible 
results of such an experiment (either a rolling, or a sliding sound). , 
Finally; you perform this second experiment, and on the basis 
of Blither observation (more rolling sound), you choose the; 
marbre picture. 

This is not bad, and is completely analogous to wh scientists 
do. The point, of course, is that the marble is a MODE because it 
would behave as the object did in the situations described above. 
The fact that a golf ball, ball bearing, wooden bead, or indeed 
any other spherical object, would behave in a similar manner, 
only serves to emphasize that the object is in some ways LIKE 

a marble, but not necessarily a marble after alt 
Thus the statement that a marble is a good model for this 

object brings home the meaning of the term "model", as we use 
it in science.' Its  is NOT necessarily an enlarged copy of anything, 
simply a scientific model of it. And if such a model explains and 
predicts some of the behavior of the actual thing, this is all we 
have a right to expect. 



PHASE.2: THE PHILOSOPHICAL DIMENSIQN. Examination of the in-
terface between science and social values... the 
philosophical and moral, perspectives raised by the 
fluorocarbon issue. 

Optimum 'Use: To increase student awareness of the (1) scope 

and nature of Inman knowledge; (2) limitations of scientific 

knowing— the meaning and use of scientific models; (3) moral 
issues involved in attempts to resolve the controversy. To 

use this.totality of knowing to evolve a just, workable 

solution to the fluorocarbon problem. 

Content: To use projective techniques, experiments,. role-

play activities in exploration of various versions of "the 

truth" and the influence of subjective perception. 

. Philosophy traditionally tackles those questions not yet 

reduced to scientific enquiry, net yet answerable but the po-

tentialtrea of science....'what science is trying to close in 

on. The following are suggestive of activities to aid students 

in laying hands on this most difficult phase. 

(1).Show color slides of various subjects: a hazy New Ydrk City 

skyline, the•Grand Canyon, closeup of a leaf or flower,, other 

scenes likely to evoke wide areas of response. .For each 'slide, 

ask students to write one sentence that, for them, defines 

its truth.` Thelhazy New York skyline might, for example, 

evoke responses about the pollution, the beauty pr ugliness 

of the buildings. 

(2) Ask students to read their sentences out loud, using them 

to initiate discussion about the different levels Of-knowing. 

An artist ór poet will know a leaf in ways biologists cannot; 

a geologist will "read" and know the Grand Canyon in ways lay 

people cannot.' 



,(3) With reference to discussion outcomes from (2), attempt to 

isolate the categories. of knowledge. Address questions such 

as how we arrive at workable definitions and perceptions of 

scientific, legal, moral truths; how we come to know these • 

truths; how much of this knowing comes from within the indi- 

vidual. 

(4) Provide each student with a "black box" (see footnote bt 

phase 1), and.ask them to evolve models of the objects with-

in. Require that they specify the experiment(s), observa-

tion(s), reasoning that led to their proposed model. 

(5) Use the outcomes from (4)'to discuss the nature and meaning 

of a scientific model. Introduce the classic fable of the 

blind king of a blind kingdom asking blind aides to describe 

an elephant. Use the responses "spearlike" from the- ide 

touching a tusk, "treelike" from the aide touching eg, 

"snakelike" from the trunk toucher, etc., to emphasize the 

lack of absolute truth.' 

(6) Ask students'to read excerpts from Congressional hearings, 

industry statements on the fluorocarbon issue (refer to 

Appendix 2), to prepare them for the role-play.activity des-

cribed in (7). 

An interesting example within the present controversy of 

how an individual's truth gives, direction to his work: James 

Lovelock, the British scientist who first detected widespread 

. presence of fluorocarbons in the atmosphere, subscribes ,to 

what he terms the "Gaea Hypothesis." 'Named for Gaea, the 
Greek personification of the earth as a goddess, it poste 

lates an'idyllic equilibrium between man and nature, evolved 

over the million-odd years of man's existence, enabling nature 

to compensate and adjust to any man-made. environmental dis-wa

turbance. A comforting, if unprovable belief, but one that 

helps to illuminate Lovelock's (and.'the aerosol industry's) 

view of fluorocarbons .(see Appendix 2).. 



(7) Ask class •to•l.magine they are a Congressional sub-committee-

. charged with legislating an effective but just solution to 

the issue: 'Using the awareness gained so far, this group 

must draft a. workable, enforceable bill. Perhaps they will 

go beyond a bill and create a Department of the "Exterior'(' 

 (national?  U.N?)  to deal witd this and fDture world-wide . 

environmental issues. 

(8) Have students read the texts of several existing bills (see 

Appendix 3), and compare their solution to real ones presently 

under consideration. , 

PHASE 3: - THÈ CAREER -EDUCATÍON DIMENSION. A study of' the . 
wealth of occupietior s. end different bodies of know- 
ledge involved in resolution of the fluorocarbon 
issue... án intersection of careers that relate to

 science. 

Qptimum Use: To acquaint students,with the variety and nature 

Qf careers touched and Influenced by the aerosol-ozone contro-

versy,'and to direct'student attention to science-related, 

careers available to them. 

Content: To involve students in role-play and interview activ-

ities of working adults presently involved in these science-

related careers, which provide means of exposing youngsters 

to adults in work settings that carry them beyond thé confines 

of the science classroom into the world of working profession-

als.,, 

This'f inal phase of'the curriculum scenario suggests the 

following activities to help direct student attention to a 

variety of science-related careers in the world of work. 



(1) Ask' students to survey the documents contained in the 

'appendicies, and from this 'survey ,, to create a list of car-

eers that come into play in this controversy. Each student

is.t4en asked to role-play a working adult engaged in one , 

of the listed careers. Ín'vite guest speakers engaged in 

some of these careers to support this activity. 

(2) Direct,students to set up'.and conduct a Congressional 

hearing on the controversy, in which. each student plays his/ 
her career role as they imagine it to be in an actual hear-
ing. The range of chosen careers should include several 
Congressmen, from which a committee chairman would be se-

lected; industry public relations people, engineers, légal 

staff, executives, businessmen; academic scientists; Federal 

government representatives from regulatory, environmental, 

other agencies.. 

The aim here would be to focus on the job titles, the 

specific careers being role-played, as students.try to 

image how the adults being represented would react and 
respond in suchia hearing. 

(3) With reference to actual Congressional hearings (see Ap-

pendix 2), a student discussion should focus on the extent 
to which the role-play was real. 

(4) Each student is asked to falk about their current career 
plans, and to then choose one career from, the above listing 

and role-play experience that most closely fits their present' 
career plan. 

(5) Each student' is asked to create a set of interview ques-

tions that will illuminate the dimensions of a single career: 



The intent is to force the student, to think 'of the kinds of 

quesltioqs. which, when answered, would give one a feel for 

the caréer- make it understandáble... Some guidelipes:  

(a? Careercontext: what kind of organization would 
offer such>a career? A university? Government?' 

 Private Industry? What is the goal of this or- 
ganization? To. develop consumer goods? Influence 
public policy? ,To regulate? •Te•make money? 

(b) Operational. characteristics of the carer: what 
does.óne do.da.ly in this job? What ,specific fasks 
and, responsibilities are associated with it? What, 
.social status does it bring? Purpose here is to, 
aid student in picturing the. career in action. 

'(c) Practical employment information: how and- were 
do I train for this job? How do I apply for it? 
How.do I insure my getting it? 

(d) Attitudes toward the present f orocarbon ;issue 
that such a job might require: arc you'aware of 
the attitudes required? Do they coincide with your 
own? This forces the student to define his/hex 
own position. 

(6) Ask students to form small, groups <of 3 or 4) by career 

interest: all "lawyers" in one group, "..academic scientists" 

in another. Each group now evolves a questionnaire from the 

questions listed in (5); sets up and keeps an appointment' 

with an adult now involved in their career, administers the 

questionnaire. 

(7) Each group is asked to write up and present to the entire 

class a report. distilling the responses to, the interview 

questionnaire, and including their reactions to those re-

sponses. each student needs to ask: do I want this career 

for myself? Why or why not? 

(8) Initiate a large group discussion, evolving from (7), air- 

ing additional insights and attitudes about the fluordcarbon

issue. What influence did the controversy have on each 

student's career'plans? 
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STATEMENT OF ZION. MARVIN L. ESCII. A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM NNE STATE OF MICHIGAN 

Mr. Esetc. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of 
the subcommittee. 

First let me•o. press my appreciation •for the timely scheditling of 
these heeyj~•~rngs. The question of whether thti Earth's ozone shield is 
indeed threatened by manmade chemicals is very complex and it 
must be examined carefully but expeditiously. 

. • Certainly, the warnings from- sonic of the Nat,pn's top scientists 
are of considerable concern to all of us. The sttidies raise uyportant' 
questions the scientific conmiunity should be asked to explain. Conse-
quently, I am confident that this panel is doing our Nation a great 
public service by initiating the congressional inquiry ihlo the scope 
of the potential•risk posed by fluorocarbon compounds. 

I believe very strongly that we must examine all aspects of this 
potential problem and that we should, avoid government intrusion 
where none is necessary. In this regard, I am very pleased the sub-
committee has asket  for testimopy tronra broad cross section of repre-
sentatives of the scientific community, indltstry, and government so 
that Congress and the public can better undbrstand the impact of 
fluorocarbons On health and the environment. 

Let me state, Mr. Chairman, that I would hope testhhony will be re-
quested for the record from many other industry and scientific sources 
who are not scheduled for testimony today or tomorrow. It is my un-
derstanding that fluorocarbons are in widespread use not. only in 
aerosol sprays but also as coolants for refrigerators amid air condition-
ers and in the manufacture of insulating and packing foams and other 
products. 

I would like to emphasize, Mr. Chairman; that I appear here today 
es a layman without any special knowledge about stratospheric ozone 
destruction. As a nonscientist I inske no claims about the validity of 
the studies being examined by this subcommi eo. ¿lut I do want to 
note that these studies indicate there is a grave danger to the Earth's 
population from gases known as fluorocarbons or by the trade name 

- Freon 11 and Freon 12. However, I should also note that tluu4•ocnr-
ions are produced by some 2 dozen companies throughout the world 
and that the chémicals are sold under various other ̀trade names. 

In view of the worldwide use of these chemicals. I believe the poten-
tial problems posed by use of fluorocarbons must be considered with an

international perspective, not just as a matter for concern in the 
United States. Hopefully, some of the expert witnesses testifying here 
will be able to tell the subcommittee the extent of the research in other 
countries. T he subcommittee might also consider writing to the United 
Nations or to some of ode Government agencies to determino what in-
formation regarding this matter might be available from scientists 
abroad. 

While this matter has been widely discussed in scientific publications 
in the United States;.these reports have only recently been receiving 
much attention in the news media. This is due in part to the complexity 
of the theories as well as the conservative nature of some of the 
conclusions. 

I should point out that Dr. Ralph J. Cicerone and Dr. Thomas M. 
Donahue. both from the University of Michigan, are here as witnesses 
today and they are anything but. alarmists. Dr. Cicerone is a senior 
author of an in-depth study on the relationship between ozone deple-
tion an!1 fluorocarbons. Dr. Donahue is probably known to many of 
you as one of Anwrica s space research pioneers as well as Chairman 
of the Atmospheric and Oceanic Science; Department at the Univer- 
sity of Michigan. These are. men of prestigious reputation who would 
not be party to inflammatory rhetoric. It is their caution in approach-
ing the fluorocarbon controversy that has impressed me as much as 
their analysis of the threat. 

I would like to ndte, for example, that Dr. Cicerone hits said he hopes 
other scientists can prove his conclusions wrong. For he and his col-
leagues du not welcohae the prospect of an increase in the incidence of 
skin cancer. 



Furthermore, the implications of fluorocarbons taking over chemical 
control of the stratosphere are ns disconcerting to the scientists as to 
the rest of us. That is why I believe we must immediately begin a 
comprehensive stndy so that steps can, be taken to defuse this poten-
tinl time bomb if a health hazard is.proven. 

'to delay could invite tragedy and suffering Which, because of the
unusual nature of this problem, might not be fully upon us for 10 or 
15 vents. Yet we are tpld that it may already be too late to prevent 
serious depletion of the ozone shield. In fact. we are faced with the' 
unnerving prediction that. ozone destruction will almost certainly re-
suit in au increased incidence of skin cancer—no matter whgt steps; 
we take within the next 12 months. In short. if the'initini studies are 
correct, we must-be prepared with a plan to control the use of these 
chemicals to reduce the possibility that the Earth will receive deadly 
overdoses of time sun's ultraviolet rays. 

With this background. let me now turn to a brief•description.of the 
legislation Chairman Rogers and I have introduced. 

First, it provides authorization for a full-scale inquiry by' the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences. Let me say parenthetically that I know, 
they utilize the services of other groups such gs NOAA. It mandates
the Environmental Protection Agency 'wiU enter  into contract with 
the National Academy of Sciences for the study with a report to Con-. 
gress not later than 9 months a fter enactment ofthe bill. 

Second. it provides the Administrator of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency with n regulatory mechanism to control and perhaps ban 
the chemicals if such action is necessary to safeguard public health 
and the environment. However. the EPgAdnfinistrator may, by rule', 
waive the certification of safety process if he finds, after considera-
tion of the NAS report and public hearing; that there is no significant 
risk posed by discharge of fluorocarbon compounds. 

Finally, the EPA Administrator may rule—after a public hear-
ing—that other substances substituted for flourocarbons should under-
go the certification process if they arc found to pose a significant risk 
to health and the environment. 

Mr. Chairman, I am certain that members of the subcommittee and 
others in the Congress will have suggestions to improve this measure. 
Let me say that I am not personally wedded. and I don't think you 
are either, to every word and provision. However, I do believe it pro-
vides us with a vel cle/for action; and action may be vitally nedes-
sarv—without any delay—if the National Academy of Sciences con-
cludes the Earth `s population is indeed in grave danger because of 
partial destruction of the ozone layer. In taking steps to'control ozone 
depletion, the Congress, our Government, the fluorocarbon industry 
and the American public must realize that there is reportedly a sub-, 
stantiul lag between the release of fluorocarbons and the impact on the 
ozone layer. Indeed. the scientists estimate that only n fraction of the 
fluorocarbons thus far released have reached the stratosphere because-
this inert chemical rises so slowly through the atmosphere. 

In fact, according to the University of Michigan study, ozone de-
struction would not be maximized until about 1990 even if all emis-
sions were halted now. There are even estimates the subcommittee 
should consider that this ozone destruction will result in an additional 
8,000 cases of skin cancer annually by 1990 and at least one prediction 
that the incidence of skin cancer could be much higher. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I know 
you will proceed in an objective and analytical but expeditions manner 
on this crucial question. While it is essential that we do not rnise'false 
fears. 2 believe it is also important that we in Congress not shirk'our 
responsibilites. For the sake of future generations, we must make a 
definitive determination regarding the possible harmful effects of this 
substance. 

If the scientific community concludes that fluorocarbon compounds 
constitute a major threat to our health and environment, I believe we
must be prepared to protect the Earth from further harm, I would
urge, therefore, that the committee act as soon as possible on the 
Rogers-Esch bill. 



STATEMENTS Ol`' T. M. DONAHUE. PH. D., CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT' 
• OF ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEAN SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHI-

GAN, ANN ARBOR, MICH. ?F.'S. ROWLAND, PH. D., PROFESSOR OF  
CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE, CALIF.! 

Mr. DosAHUE. THapk you, Mr. Chairman. I am T. M. Donahue. 1 
Mr. Chairmnn and members of the subcommittee, the air we live in 

on the surface of thisplanet, the Earth, is made up mainly of two kiíids 
of gases, .nitrogen and oxygen. Both are essential to us: oxygen be-
cause it provides the energy for respiratory forms of living things 
such as man and other animals, nit rogen because it. ultimately is con- 
verted into nitrates in the soil where it. nourishes plants. These plants 
furnish the food and the chemicals that make amino acids and pro-
teins necessary for living organisms. The gases, near the surface of the 
Earth, are in molecular form. That is. each particle or molecule of 
oxygen is made up of two atoms called atomic oxygen; likewise for 
nitrogen.twb atoms of nitrogen for each molecule. 

The gases that comprise the atnibsphere become less and less dense 
as we ascend in altitude because of the pull of gravity on them. High 
above the Earth, nt an altitude of about CO miles where the atmosphere 
is a million times or more less dense than here in this room, this situa- 
.tion changes. The Sun radiates much light that is invisible, some of it 
very energetic called ultraviolet radiation. This radiation lg capable 
of tearing molecules of oxygen apart into atoms. The ultraviolet radia- 
tion does not get down to us on the Earth's surface because most of it'' 
is absorbed above 50 miles by the oxygen molecules os it turns them' 
into atoms. 

Above 120 miles practically all of the oxygen in the air is in atomic 
form. Now, most'of these atoms drift downward, eventually collide 
with other oxygen atóms mid ire reconverted to the familiar molecules 
consisting of two atoms each. But some of them collide with mole-
cules of oxygen and make a very reactive form of oxygen called 
ozone„molecules made up of three atoms of oxygen. There are not 
many of these ozone molecules and they are concentrated mostly be-
tween 10 miles and 40 miles of altitude where they are nicely shielded 
by the molecules above them from the very energetic ultraviolet radio- „
tion of the Sun. Only about five parts in a million of the atmosphere is 
ozone at 15 miles where the ozone density tetrds to be at its greatest. 

However, despite its scarcity ozone is essential for the survival of 
life as we know it. For it, too, absorbs energetic ultraviolet radiation 
frein the Sun—not as energetic as that, which splits molecular oxygen, 
but energetic enough to break up ozone and energetic enough to destroy: 
or damage living cells. Because of the ozono most of the light that. 
arrives on the Earth's surface is visible—violet, blue, green, yellow, red. 
The little bit of ultraviolet that arrives is what causes sunburn—and 
sometimes skin cancer in mammals such as man. 

Another thing the ozone does is to make the air that lies in a irgion 
called the stratosphere, 10 to 30 miles above the Earth's surface, hotter 
than the air below 10 miles. This is because of the energy absorbed by 
ozone. Thus, a minimum in temperature occurs near 10 miles. 

A situation is then created in which gases, and other light substances, 
introduced into the atmosphere find it relatively easy to rise upward, 
being mixed with the atmosphere by a stirring process called turbu-
lence. until they reach a barrier noar 10 miles' called the tropopause, 
where the temperature begins.to rise nn~l the stratosphere begins. 

Strange substances. gases or otherwise, introduced above this stable 
layer tend to be trapped a long time up there, or if introduced below 
the barrier tend to fill upthe lower atmosphere as they leak slowly' 

through the tropopause into•the stratosphere where the ozone is con- 
Cent rated. But, of course, once they get into the stratosphere they have 
a hard time getting back down main. As those irho follow mo will point • 
out, this trappins is quite an important element in determining the 
time scales associated with the pollution problem you have asked us 
to discuss with you today. 



. It is not a foregone conclusion that a planet like. Earth will have a' 
nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere like ours. Our sister plant Venus has an 
atmosphere. of carbon dioxide with a surface pressure 100 times as 
high as the Earth's atmosphere and a temperature of about 700°. Both 
of these atmospheres have come out of the interior of these planets 
daring Oa' billion years of their existence. Fortunately for us, 41k 
Earth has a lot of water that has caused much of the Earths carbon! , 
dioxide to be converted into limestone. Part of the rest of the carbon; 
dioxide has been changed slowly during the past 600 million to 1 bit-+ 
lion years into oxygen by a process called photosynthesis, engaged in 
by green plants and phyto plankton in the oceans. 

Ail interesting bootstrapping kind of operation has occurred during 
this time in which living things have slowly created the oxygen they 
need for respiration, evolving as the process has proceeded to their 
present level of development and shielded even more effectively by the 
growing blanket of ozone above them. Destroy part of this system and 
you inevitably perturb seriously or destroy the rest of it. 

It is only during the past 4 years or so that we have begun—and I 
emphasize "begin"—to understand deeply how this system works and 
to recognize that man has been in the process of introducing sub-
stances into the atmosphere that may seriously threaten to change it 
drastically. In particular several threats to the vital ozone shield have • 
been recognized—just in the nick of time, we hope. The first of these 
to como to our attention as a potential threat was an effluent of jet 
engines called nitric oxide. Introduced into the stratosphere it catalyti-
cally destroys ozone, one nitric oxide molecule destroying thousands of 
ozone molecules before it finds its way (after being coayerted to nitric 
acid) through the barrier of the tropopauSe. We now believe that a 
fleet of 500 supersonic transports such as we proposed to build a few 
years ago would have reduced the ozone content of the stratosphere by 
more than 20 percent, causing at least 40 percent mote ultraviolet to 
reach the Earth's surface. 

The significance of this increase in radiation can be appreciated if 
we talk about small increases in ultraviolet. One percent decrease in 
ozone would cause a 2-percent increase in ultraviolet, and a 2-percent 
mercase in the number of skin cancer cases in the united States. Since 
there are 2,000 deaths and ä00,0(M1 new cases of skin cancer diagnosed 
among whites every year in the United States. a 1-percent decrease in 
ozone wouldproduce 40 more deaths and 1,•200 new cases of skin cancer 
every year. That. would extrapolate to at least 800 more deaths and 
240.000 new skin cancer cases in the United States every year due to 
the proposed SST fleet and you can do the arithmetic for the rest of 
the world. 

However, the effect would not only be on skin cancer. Viability of 
,grain crops and other' living things would he affected. and when large 
changes occur effects are, as we say, nonlinear, or self-magnifyingg. 

In fact, n 40-percent increase in ultraviolet radiation would probably 
drive life on the globe back toward a state it had several hundred mil-
lion years ago, if there were time enough for adjustment. More likely 
it would probably result in the destruction of ahnost all forms of life¡ 
very quickly if the change were to occur very rapidly. 

The threat posed by nitrogen oxides from SST's 'has alerted us to 
other clangers. Those who follow me will discuss these others that have 
turnetI up duri g the past few months. Thu horror is that we are not 
sure that we have, exhausted the inventory. 

It might even   be that in the effort to grow grains to feed the over-
growing mass of humanity we are affecting the creation of substances 
on Earth - nitrous oxide–that threaten the ozone shield protecting 
that mass of people from injury or destruction. I refer to a very inter-
esting suggestion made to me recently by Professor McElroy of Har-
vard. to whoa) much of the progress in understanding these problems 
must go. We appear to be on the verge of a period of great peril to life 
on this globe produced by the developeent of the very technorogy 
designed to make life more pleasant, tolerable, and even possible for all 
of this human kind. It is time to step back and take a very careful look 
at. what we may be doing to ourselves and our planet, and that is what 
we congratulate you gentlemen for doing today. 



STATEDI[ENT OF F. S. ROWLAND 

Mr. Row r...:ro. I am Prof. F. S. Rowland from the Department 
of Chemistry, University of lifornia in Irvine. 

The large-scale release of the   chlorofluoromethane gases, often 
'mown by their duPont trademark Freon, has been increasing very 
rapidly over the last 25 years and is now approaching 1 million tons 
per year on a worldwide basis. Last year, Dr. Mario Molina and I 
began a detailed study of the possible chemical and physical processes 
which might remove these molecules in the terrestrial environment. 
From this study we coladed that the only important removal proc- 
ess for these molecules through the absorption of ultraviolet light 
in Wro stratosphere above 15 miles altitude. 

Wo further concluded from this Work that the absorption of this 
light would release chlorine atoms and that these chlorine atoms would 
initiate a chlorine-atom-catalyzed chair, reaction which would minors 
substantial quantities of the protective ozono layer which surrounds 
the earth in the stratosphere. (hie consequence of depletion of this 
ozone laver will be an increase in human skin cancer fmpm increased 
penetration to the earth's surface of Ultraviolet radiation. Other pos-
sible effects which are beyond the present capabilities of scientific 
evaluation and prediction include additional biological reactions and 
climatic changes. 

The scientific description of these processeswas outlined in our 
article in the scientific journal "Nature on June 28th of this Year and 
has been developed more fully in additional publications by our group 
at the University of California Irvine and by other scientific groups 
at Michigan. Harvard. the National Center for Atmospheric Research, 
the University of California. Riverside, and elsewhere. A scientific 
symposium on this topic will be held tomorrow in San Francisco dur-
ing the annual meeting of the American Geophysical Union. 

In this oral presentation', I shall outline very briefly the broad out-
lines of the scientific-situation. Other members of the panel will testify 
in more detail concerning specific aspects. As an attachment to m 
testimony I am including the text of my article published last week . 
in "The New Scientist," titled "Aerosol Sprays and the Ozone Shield." 

Mr. Ronnie. May I say this will also be made a part of the record 
without objection [see p. 22].

Mr. ROWLAND. Dr. Molina and I are also furnishing copies of several 
journal articles which have already been published, and of a long 

     review article "Chlorofluoiomethanes in the Environment," which will 
appear in the February 1075 issue of "Reviews of Geophysics and 
Space Physics.*  

Mr. Roams. All o$.the articles you mentioned will be made a part of -
the record following your statement (err p. 22]. 

Mr. Rowr.Axn. The key steps in the original scientific analysis are 
these: r . 

The chlorofluoromethane gases have Iong atmospheric lifetimes 
since their chemical and biological inertness as well as their relative 
insolubility in water prevent rapid removal by processes in the lower 
atmosphere, the ocean or on land. Much of the incoming solar ultra-
violet radiation is removed by absorption in tije upper atmosphere 
by ozone and by molecular oxygen: ozone is itself initially formed 
by the reaction ow ultraviolet radiation with molecular oxygen. Essen-
tially all of the ultraviolet radiation capable of reacting with and 
destroying the chlorofluoromethane molecules has been removed from 
the radiation which penetrates below an altitude of 15 miles. 

Consequently, the chloroflnoromethanes do not decompose in the 
lower atmosphere. bat will, after diffusion to the stratosphere at an 
altitude of 15 miles or higher, absorb short wavelength ultraviolet ' 
radiation and break apart. Ultraviolet photolysis of these molecules 
released chlorine atoms in the stratosphere, and these initiate a very 
long chain reaction removing ozone. The 1972 world production rates u 
of about 500,000 tons per year of dichlorodifluoromethane and $00,000 

.„ ..tens per years of tricblorotrifluorouetbane ate already large enough to 
have major effects on the ozone level when the atmosphere becomes 
saturated with them. 



Two other aspects of the scientific situation are worth special 
mention. 

First, there is a. delay period between release of the material st 
ground level through use in aerosol sprays or during the repair or 
discard of refrigeration units and the arrival in the middle strato-
sphere of these molecules. Therefore, the full effect of the material 
already released is not felt until about 10 }ears after the actual release. 
la other words, even if further release were to lie discontinued ab-
ruptly at some point the situation wilt always continue to beccime 
worse for about another decade before it begins to get better. 

 Second, the rate of removal of these molecules from the Earth's
atmosphere requires a rent long time on the human scale, although
not long ou a geological time scale--the molecules Will last an aver- 
age of Xi to 100 years in the atmospherre.~ While these lifetimes are 
calculated, estimates can also be obtainld directly by measurement 
of the amounts present in the atmosphere in comparison with the total 
amount manufactured. and the lifetime by actual measurement Is 
Certainly longer tIan 20 years. 

Estimates have now been made by at least four research groups 
of the worldwide average ozone depletion for various models'of con-
tinuing atmospheric release of the ehlorofluoronethanas, The cake-I 
lated average ozone depletion for satùration at the 1978 usage rate 
has varied from 7 percent to 18 percent. When more realistic esti- 
mates of technological intentions—fur example, a continuadtion of the 
10 percent per year growth characteristic of the lut 20 years—are put , 
into these calculations, considerably higbefr eventual owns depletion 
rates are predicted. There calculations also indicate that the chlorine 
atoms now in the stratosphere from breakdown of the eblorofluoro-, 
methanes already there are causing grbout a 1 percent average deple-1 
lion in the ozone shield, and would rnerease-to two percent over the 
next decade even if we were to discontinue use immediately. Predic-
tions of the near future indicate three to six percent effects in that 
1080's. depending to some extent on whether usage continues to ipeaease 
in the future as it has in the past. 

Calculations indicate that a.5 percent avenge depletion in the ozone 
layer will cause about a 10 percent increase in the ineidenee of skin 
cancer. As I stated earlier, the other possible biological and climatic 
effects are beyond calculation at the present time, although being too 
difficult to calculate is no guarantee that nothing will actually happen. 

l e h.» next- direct my Teorrela te-the pro xnt-state-ot knowledge 
of the chemistry of the stratosphere. The United States is now in the 
final stages of an intensive $-,rear investigation of the stratosphere.— 
the climatic impact ssseesment program. or CIAP, of the Iktsrtm ent 
of Transportation. The CIAP prosram bashers focused on the closely 
related chemical problems involving the reactions with ozone in the' 
stratosphere of nitrogen oxidei, including the nitrrigen oxides which' 
would be emitted from a fleet of supersonic transports, or SSTb. 

Prior to the beginning of the CIAP program, Professor II. S. John-
ston of the University of California at Berkeley and Dr. Paul Crutzen' 
of the University of Stockholm independently calculated that oxides 
of nitrogen must be present in She stratosphere to account for the 
observed amounts of ozone actually present. (Leas is fount than is 
expected in the absence of nitrogen oxides, and the shortage in owns 
is explained through a nitrogen oxide-catalysed chain removal of 
ozone.) 

At the completion of the CIAP program, actual measurements of the 
nitrogen oxides in the stratosphere have confirmed that they are not 
only present, but the amount had been predicted with remarkable 
accuracy from knowledge of the laboratory chmuieal behavior of these 
molecules. The coat of the CIAP program has been variously estimated 
from $10 million over a $-year period to $1 million per week in the 
later stages when the coats of related research not dirtetly funded by 
CI,(P were included. The number of scientists involved has been in 
the hundreds. 



I make these remarks in part because the most Common criticisms 
of the scientific work on the chlorowromethanes  can be summarized t 
in these two statements: First. the wet k is only an hypothesis and must I 
be verified by experimental measurements before it should be believed. 
Second. we still know very little about chemical reactions in the upper 
atmoepttere and should wait until the first results of industry research' 
become available before drawing any conclusions. 

I bflieve that much more is known about the stratosphere by the' 
scientific community than industry spokesmen hate acknowledged so , 
far; much of this information has been obtained through the CIAP 
program. I must add. too. that the stratosphere has not been, at least 
until the latter part of 1014. an area of eeientifid interest-for the mar-: 
ufacturers of cblorolluoro *thanes. or for aerosol spray manufac-1 
turves or the refrigeration tw ics. In, the 'hundreds of papers on 
stratospheric chemistry wh h I have examined over the last year or 
two. I do not remember any which originated from the ind ustries st  
which are involved here, and the number of such papers is certainly 
very small, 

If it were true, and I think that it is not. that we do not understand 
very much about stratospheric chemistry after t} 3-year program cost-
mg tens of millions of dollars and involVing hundreds of.seientista, 
including most of the leading atmospheric scientists in this 'country 
and in the world. then I think the conclusion readily follows that im-
proved understanding through the efforts of the industries concerned. 
and presumably also the I'S. Government. is not likely to be obtained 
without an even larger additional effort involving many tens of mil- 
lions of dollars. Without such investment in stratospheric research, 
our conclusions 1 year from now or 5 years from now are going to be 
based on the same essential understanding of the stratosphere which 
ve now have, patched up here and there with a few specific measure• 
moots and observations particularly related to the &brofluoro- 
methane 

Scientific predictions of the future are always hypothessis. Sant ¡La 
based solidly on fact; others less solidly, Our original predictions, 
and the imbeequellt elaborations by ourselves and others, are osasist ct 
with all of the known laboratory facts and with the known atmospheric 
facts. They are also very closely related (o the analyses by which Pro-
fessor Johnston successfully predicted bath the presence and the ap 
proximate quantityof nitrogen oxides in the stratosphere. 

Ili nun  sesitinat papea. use predicted both that tha..chloroduorie 
methane would rise into the stratosphere despite being much heavier 
than air, and that they would decompose with the lose of chlorine 
atoms when photolyzed with 2000A light. While these predictions 
have not. been challenged in scientific journals,both were questioned by 
ethers in articles published in late September in the New York Tines 
and in Chemical Marketing Reporter. However, in November Dr. 
Lovelock in.England repmted observing chlo nluoromethanes in the S 
stratosphere and Dr Krev of the us. Atomic Energy Commission 
reported finding them weh into the stratosphere at altitudes of 12 
mils, in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. 

Clearly, the molecule will also rise to 15 miles and will then b 
exposed to the ultraviolet radiation which will lead to their decom-
position. The second part of this prediction has also been eoonfirmed— 
we have demonstrated in our laboratory that the molecule dichlorodi-
f uoronnethane always decomposes after absorption of this kind of 
ultraviolet ndiatirn'with the leas of chlorine atoms. Similar results 
lave also been obtained at the rniversity of California Riverside In¡ 
making these statements o ronfirmation of predictions, I sm not 
elaiminF that thew were remarkable predictions. The situation is  
rather just the opposite—they merely represent a further denorstra-
lion that application of lalswatory and atmospheric knowledge can: 
provide reliable predictions of the beharior of the chloroAuoroueth- 
a in the Earth's atmosphere. 



Finally, I shall read a quotation taken from the I.os :ingelea Times 
of Friday, October 4,1974: 

"A spgkesman for the Du Pont Company, the large.st manufacturer. 
of these gases. • •• • said that Rowland's hypothesis was an interest-' 
*one. but a hypothesis nevertheless. 

"'We welcome the scientific interest to develop' hard, experimental 
'facts about fluorocarbons and the etmosphere: the Du Pont•spokesrnan 
said. 'We believe that when this data is in hand, it will exonerate; 
fluorocarbons.' - 

"'If the data should. however. corroborate Rowland's theory,' the 
Du Pont spokesman mid.'I doubt that we would continue to menu- 
facture or sell a product that poses a hazard to life.' " 

This quotation presents an alternate hypothesis to onrs—basically 
that some importantlactor has been so far left out of the calculations. 
and in addition that this "missing factor" will not turn out to make 
the situation worse for the ozone but will apparently make the chloro-1 
fluoromethanes innocuous insofar as the stratosphere is concerned. , 
Such an hypothesis is  always possible in the scientific world, but it 
does not become a plausible hypothesis capable of test until some in- 
dication is made of the possible nature of the important missing 
factor, with some estimate of its quantitative implications for ozone 
depletion. 

We have been seeking such missing factors for a year and hare not 
found any. Some of the scientists interested in the proposed space 
shuttle have also been looking at stnrtospher:c chlorine atom chemistry 
for about 2 years, and agree with the proposed.chemistry. The funda-
mental problem is simply this—how lohg should we shit for some-• 
are to find this missing factor which might then serve as the basis 
for an alternative scientific hypothesis before we act upon the conclu-
sions which we readily delrire from the only hypothesis now available. 

The New York Times 'characterized this attitude in its editorial of 
November 12 1974: "It is comparable to .a child skipping through a 
minefield on the theory that he won't necessarily step on Is mine, and 
if he does it won't necessarily prove fatal." 

IGOR SOBOLEV,:READ, O1 GANIC CKE?'IISTRY SECTION,) CENTF.Rj 

For Technology, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.

Statement of Igor SOBOLEV

Good afternoon, Mr. Prever and Dr. Carter. 
My name is Igor Sobolev. I am head of the .organic chemistry 

section at the center for technology, the research organtzatioa of Kaiser 
Aluminum and Chemical Corp. Iaser Aluminum is incorporated in 
the State of Delaware, has its headquarters in Oakland,- Calif., and, 
maintains plants and offices in 26 States and 22 foreign countries. In 
addition to aluminum and aluminum products, we produce industrial 
chemicals. These include fluorocarbons 11. 12, and 2i2, which are pro-
peed by the industrial chemicals division. 

Ism a chemist by training. Freceivedlmy Ph.D. in chemistry from 
Syracuse University in 1953, and have worked in industrial research 
ever since. 

At the center for technology in Pleasanton, Calif., I am in charge 
of a group of research chemists and technicians responsible for fhe 
development of new chemicals and chemical processes. Souse of ourl 
work has involved processes foe the manufacture of fluorocarbons— 
this, I ant. fairly familiar with the properties and chehristry of these 
products. I also represent Kaiser Aluminum on the Chemical Menu-
fecturers Associations Technical Panel foç Fluorocarbon Research. 
As you know, this is a group of representatives from virtually every! 
fluorocarbon producer ni the non-Communist world which. for the 
past E years, bas sponsored, research on the effect of fluorocarbons on 
our environment. 



I am here today because us a citizen and scientist I am concerned 
that we may be about to extrapolate an unprowen'speculation, one 
that is open to serious question. into conclusions and laws that would' 
disrupt our economy and. indeed. our way of life. 

As von know, our industry has developed fluorocarbons 11. 12, andl 
other fluorocarbons because they were superior products. Limitation 
of their use would force us to return to inferior. more toxic and'' 
hazardous refrigerants and propellants such as sulfur dioxide, am-I • 
monia, and nitrous oxide. 

In the next few minutes I would like to indicate for you why ewe 
believe the' assumptions underlying the ozone depletion theory are 
open to serious question, and why we believe the environment will not 
ha seriously, impaired for a few years while we learn more about the 
ultimate fate of fluorocarbons in the stratosphere. 

During the last several months. a number of researchers shch as 
Drs. Rowland, Molina. Cicerone, Crutzeu. McElroy, and others have 
_proposed a new theory of ozone depletion, which you have heard dis-
cussed earlier today and yesterday., 

Gentlemen, I respectfully suinnic that the increase in the incidence 
of skin cancer predicted by the theory is highly uncertain. The theory 
is really an unproven hypothesis. There is no question that these in-
vestigators who proposed the theory have made a commendable at-
tempt to treat. a difficult and very complex subject,. In proposing the 
thory,-they have made a real contribution. The value of their contri-
bution lies iii drawing our attention to the fact that we know so Little 
about the chemical composition add the proms that go on in the 
stratosphere. ` 

Our knowledge is limited because it is difficult and expensive to make 
measurements in the stratosphere. and because until the advent of the I 
SST and the space shuttle we had no pressing need for detailed data. 
As a result. scientists studying the stratosphere have had had to work
with too few facts, and thus often had to rely on estimates and assump-
tions. This is an acceptable way of pursuing scientific research, unless
and until we draw conclusions and, take action that has far-reaching
consequences for our economy and our way of life. And this is where
we aro now„from a number of unproven assumptions about the be-
havior of fluorocarbons in the stratosphere, conclusions have been

' drawn that hare led to the proposal to severely restrict the use of these
important products* 

With your permission. I would like to submit later to the commit-
tee a technical paper in which I discuss the 10 most significant assumptions

 open to question in the ozone depletion theory. 
Mr. Parma. That will be fine. Without objection that will be ad- 

mitted into the record when cou are able to supply it. 
Mr. Sonot rv. Thank you (sec p. 3911. 
Since my time here is limited. I will cite only six of these examples. 
1. The rates of diffusion of fluorocarbons into the stratosphere are 

unknown, as they are for many othbr gases. 'and liare therefore been 
*sunned in the development of the ozone depletion theory. This means 
that if the fluorocarbons rise into the stratosphere more slowly than 
predicted, other processes may destroy them before they can affect the 
ozone. 

2. The chemical behavior and the reaction rates of the chlorine-
containing products from the decomposed fluorocarbons are unknown 
in several cases. et agaii , assumptions were made regarding their 
magnitude. If these assumptions are incorrect, the damage to ozone 
would be less than predicted. 

3. The concentrations of important reactants in the stratosphere 
such as the hydroxyl radical are not well known, but have been as-
sumed. 1f these assumptions are incorrect, again less depletion of ozone 
could occur. 



` 4. The assumption has been• made that there are no other strato-
spheric processes that will destroy fluorocarbons and their decompo- 
salon products before they affect the ozone level. Thereis a distinct 
possibility that ammonia and sulfuric acid aerosol, for example, may 
represent such so-called sinks. 

5. The assumption is made that the present concentration of chlorine 
compounds in the stratosphere is so small that there is a negligible 
effect on ozone. The total concentration of chlorine ébmpouncls is as 
yet• unknown; the definite possibility exists that it is appreciable— 
of the order of 1 ppb—•and that the stratosphere has been successfully 
coping with them. 

6. The self-healing potential of ozoríé in the stratosphere may have 
been seriously underestimatedi it is quite conceivable that fluorocar-
bons will merely move thb more concentrated layer of ozone to a lower 
altitude. t, 

In conclusion, we feel that restriction of fluorocarbon production 
and use at this time is premature and not justified by the available 
evidence. We st ugly recommend that the National Academy of 
Sciences, the Manufacturing Chemists Association and other organi-
zations be given a period of 3 years to determine, through measure- 
Merits in the stratosphere and laboratory       experiments, whether fluoro- 
carbons pose a real threat. 

The risk of waiting for this limited period is small. We estimate 
that total ozone concentration would decrease less than 2 percent dur-
ing this period if the ozone depletion theory were correct. This change 
is not measurable at the present state of the art. The benefits are large, 
if we can a oid the serious disruption of our economy that a ban on 
fluorocarbons would produce. Thank you very much for giving me 
your time and attention. 

STATEMENT OP THOMAS B. STOEL, JA.. AND A. KARIM AHMED, 
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

Mr. SroEl.. Thank you, ßír. Chairman.. 
I am Thomas R. Stoel. Jr.. au attorney in the Washington, D.C., 

office of the Natural Resources Defense Council. commonly known as 
NRDC. Accompany me is Dr. Karim Ahmed, a scientist in our 
New York office. We pre pared the written statement jointly and will 

both speak very briefly to summarize the parts we think are most
important. 

Mr. Rooms. Thank you. I think it would be helpful to the committee 
if you could give us a quick rundown on the Natural Resources 
Defense Council and how it is funded. 

Mr. Sun.. NRDC is a national membership organizntion which is 
dedicated toprotection of the environment by legal and scientific 
means. NRDC is a charitable organization supported by public dona-
tions. We appreciate your invitation to testify at these hearings. 

Mr. Roar ns. We afro delighted to have you. 
Mr. Srom.. On November 20 of.this year. NRDC filed a petition 

with the Federal Consumer I'rcxluct Safety Commission asking the 
Commission to issue a rule declaring pressurized products—that is, 
aerosol-type products—which contain ozone depleting propellants to 
be banned. hazard products. thereby prohibiting their manufacture 
and distribution. We believe that. the. available scientific ovidence 
which 1)r. Ahmed will summarize a little Inter strongly indicates that 
continued use of these products will deplete the stratospheric ozone 
layer and allow more cancer producing ultraviolet radiation to reach 
the earth's surface. 

in my part of the statement, which I will summarize I assume that 
the scientific case has been made out for rapid Federal action, and I 
address myself to the, existing Federal statutes which may enable 
agencies to net on the legislation which is now before this committee. 



It appeals to us that. three Federal agencies might have power to 
act : the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the hood and Drug 
.Administration, and -the Environme1ttal Protection Agency. Without • 
going into detail, the jurisdictional sit nation is quite tangled. Some of ' 
these agencies may have partial jurisdiction. Because of the interrela-
tionships of the statutes, some may have jurisdiction only if others do 
not. We chose to file our petition with the Consumer Products Safety 
Commission because we felt on the basis of our preliminary legal 
research that it is the agency with the clearest statutory mandate to 
deal with this problem, and is the only agency which might have juris-
diction at least over all pressurized products containing these 
propellants. 

Wo hope very much that the Commission and perhaps the other 
agencies I just mentioned will act quickly and effectively. however, 
this is a complex subject. It involves use of ozono depleting substances 
not only in pressurized products but in other products, such as refrig-
erators and air-conditioners. It in% elves use of these products not only 
in the United States but in the rest of the world. About 50 percent of 
manufiucturo and use of these substances is estimated to occur outside 
the United States, yet the impact on the ozone layer is the seine and is 
worldwide. Therefore, we agree that it is proper for this committee to 
be considering a legislative solution to this problem. 

I would like to summarize our comments on the bill before the com-
mittee, 1I.11. 17577. We think this is an appropriate approach to the 
problem, namely, requiring a study by the National Academy of Sci-
ences, a report to the Congress by a specific date, and following that a 
certification procedure by which no manufacture or importat oh of 
any product which might discharge fluorocarbons ipto the air could 
occur except pursuant to a certificate from the Administrator of EPA. 
Wo are especially happy that the bill places on the applicant the burden 
of providing to the :administrators satisfaction that the product loses 
no significant risk to public 'health or the environment. 

Wo have onl • time suggestions Oa otter. First, ozone depleting sub-
stances are used. in large quantities in refrigerators and air-condition-
ers. Of the two most commonly used propellants which are thought to 
have the ozone depleting effect, we estimrite 25•to 28 percent are used 
in refrigerators and ur-conditioners. In those uses, the substances 
commonly are discharged into the atmosphere only at the end of the 
product's life when it is junked. We think that the bill s language 
which specifics discharge into the atmosphere in normal use or ope a- 
 tion should be modified to make it clear that discharges of this kind
are included. 

Second, as T stated earlier, wo estimate Unit 50 percent of these sub-
stances are produced and used outside the United States. Yet these 
dischargecss affect the worldwide ozone layer and are just as harmful 

I to r~esitlents of the United States ns tlischarges hero in the United 
States. Consequently, we suggest dint tito bill should prohibit manu-
facture or distribution by L.S. corporations or their subsidiaries any-
where in the world. 

Third, we feel that the risks are so immediate that the bill should 
require that the National Academy of Sciences report to the Congress 
by Juno 1, 1975, and that the EPA certification procedure should be in 
effect by September 1,1Uí 5. 

That concludes my summary. 
Mr. Artarri. I imagine by this time you have heard slot of scientific 

evidence by various different experts. So I will not go into any of the 
details. I will just try to highlight what the evidence is and the nature 
of the evidence. 

According to present scientific evidence, there are compelling rea-
sons tel believe that the manufacj,ure and use of fluorocarbon propel-
lant gases used in aerosol produ bm constitutes an environmental and 
human health problem of major proportions. Since the publication 
of the first report by Drs. Rowland and Molina of the University of 
California at Irvine in the highly respected British journal NATURE • 
in June of this year, several independent research group's in this 



countèv have confirmed their prediction that iucreusfeg use of these. 
propellant. 'gases will substantially reduce the level of atmospheric 
ozono in the next kg decades. - 

t It. is important fo recognize that the discoveries these highly., 
competent afnmospheric scientists were not. and are not an scademic, 
exercise of duly t .e0i-etical impoi nnce. For the past few yeah, under 
the climatic impact assessment. program of the I)epattnxnt of Trans-
portation, a cansitlertbleaamuunt of research hits been conducted by - 
numerous iityestigators •oat atmospheric ozone and possible impacts 
on it, including the impact of SST emissions which originally getter- 
ate(' interest in. these studies. Without this impressive history of re-' 
search work, and the development of sound theoretical models and ac-
curate mmeasutement techniques. much of the present knowledge of the 
effect of fluorocarbon d  roses on the inane layer would not be available. 

There are essentially two lines of evideArn.lhat lead to the disturb-
ing conclusion stated above. One is the worldwide measurements of the 
concentration levels of these fluororirbon gases in the atmosphere. 
Extensive studies carried ont by Dr. John Lovelock and his associates 
at the University of Reeding, England. and by Drs. 11'ilkniss and 
Swiu»erton and their coworkers at the Na-al'Research Laboratory, 
Washington. D.C.. have measured concentration.levels of 'one of these 
propellant gases. triebloromonofluorometlutne (counnonly known as 
P-11). ranging from 40 parts per trillion to 70-80 parts per trillion atI 
latitudes in the northern anthtsouthern hemispheres from.the southern 
coast. of England to Antarctica. 

Similar measurements carried out by the Scripps'institute for; 
Oceanography over ti desert region in southern California indicate a. 
comparable concentration level for this fluorocarbon compound. It is! . 
important to note here that these concentration levels when summed 
together on a global scale. equal the net world production of P-11 up f 
to 1971 approximately 2,700 million pounds when these measure-; 
meats were made. This is convincing evidence that little if any of 
these propellant gases are removed from the lower atmosphere by phy-
sieal. chemietll. or biological processes. 

Based on theoretical considerations, it has been known that these 
propellant gases are unusually inert and do not react readily frith 
other chemical agents. It has been estimated that the lifetimesof these; 
fltorncarbon compounds mugs between 40 and 150 years. 

Daring the past year. measurements of these fluorocarbon com-
pounds have been carried out in (he upper atmosphere, ip theregion' 
above 12 kilometers in altitude where the stratospheric ozone layer is 
present.,Studies condueted by the Statewide Air Pollution Center of 
the University of California Riverside: and  by the .Atomic Energy' 
Commissions Health and Safety Laboratory. have shown that these. 
propellant gases are present in the stratosphere nt concentration levels' 
comparable to those found in the lower atmosphere. The most recent • 
measurements made. by the AEC last month show the presence of these 
gases nt an altitude nearly 20 kilometers above the Earth's surface. 

Details of tliso studies ire included in the NRDC technical report «' 
attached as an•appendix to our written statement. 

Mr. Roanas. All of those will be made a part of the recd. [see 
p. 4:331   

Ur. Album. The second line of evidence is the diffusion models that 
hare been used by several atmolpherie scientiets to calculate the effects¡ 
of these fluorocerbon'gases ou Stratospheric ozone. Following the ini-
tial work DAs. Rowland and Molina. Dr. Paul Crutun of the National 
Center for Atmospheric', Research in Boulder, Colo.. I)r. Ralph 
Cicerone-and his associates at the UnSseraity of Miehigans Space 
Physics Labotatory.,and Drs. McElroy, and 1i'ofsy at Harvard Uni-. 
versity conducted detailed atmospheric diffusion model studies to 
examine these effects. Front their studies carried out during the past 
year, we have a remarkable unanimity of scientific opinion that the 
effects of these propellant gases on atnmospheric ozone is significant and 
poses a threat to human and animal life ou earth. 



If one assumes the growth in the use of these fluorocarbon com-
pounds to continue to annual rates of about 10 percent, the most recent 
Harvard study. predicted that we may achieve a loss of ahmwpheric 
ozone of about 10 percent by the year 2000. llosever, it is important 
to note that, because it takes beats for these compounds to reach the; 
stratosphere, this loss w'll be inevitable if use trends are allowed to 
continue into the 1950's.) 

This global loss of ozone will allow greater amounts of ultraviolet 
radiation to reach the Earths surface, causing an increase in the 
itt,dhence of skin weer bind other detrimental biological effects on 
Ramat and plant species.It•is estimateli that such a depletion of the 
ozone layer will cause 1011.000 to 310),00) told itional caste of skin cancer 
each your in the United States, and 5t)0,000 to 1.5000.000 additional 
caws each year and 20,000 to 60,000 additional deaths each year world-
wide. Recently, the National Academy of Sciences convened a special 
ad hoc panel to study the issue of ozone, depletion by fluorocarbon 

At their meeting on October 26, they conclwleI unanimously 
at the aboveroblem "is serious and should be given immediate at-

tention by the ademy". Ac
From our contacts witkgrall the lending atmospheric scientists who 

have studied this problem. there appears to be a general consensus that 
a strong csse, based on finn scientific evidence has already been es-
tablished. In light of the gravity of the environmental and health 
problems which will face us in the very near future, if mro trends 
are allowed to continue, there is no justification for waiting several 
year before taking action. 

To bo sure, if we wait several wears. !tinker atmospheric measure- 
ments and model studies may confirm the present findings and provide 
a more conclusive case. However, sound scientific judgment celhi-for 
immediate action to prevent major and possibly catastrophic harm in 
the future. In a recent article, Dr. Donald Bunker, professor of 
chemistry at the University of California at Irvine, stated : 

Scientific truth is never unanimous. It advances collectively and Is spite of 
colorful and stubborn individual divergencies. To propose that we require total 
scientific agreement before blowing the whistle on w nething a eorporation or 
agency wants to do is to agree to wait forever. If the board of directors desires 
to hear a sincere opinion exonerating them from the probable cousegvences of 
their setiora, they will always he able to dud one. 

This is the essence of the present situation in terms of public deci-
siomnaking. Moreover, in thus ease we do not have widely divergent 
views among the scientists who hare studied the problem in detail. 
This is almost unprecedented in our experience of scientific and public 
issues. 

Mr. Aunan. 1frieily  you have heard that one of the measurements l 
thamrill be required is the measurements of concentnttion levels of 
the mtennediate species in the stratosphere. chlorine oxides and chlo-
rine radicals. Apparently, from what I hare been able to find out, tech-
niques`lhare not been developed yet. These species are in low concert- + 
tintions. It is unlikely that the techniques can be developed in the 
next year to the point that you can get good evidence and good 
concentration. 

It may tale 2 or 8 years before these measurements are made, and ' 
you have enough confidence that these measurements stand up to 
expert scrutiny. In the meantime, we don't have assurance that these 
techniques will be developed. 

As you noted. Dr. McCarthy' from Du Port mentioned having con-
tracted work with Lar. Davis at the University of Maryland to make 
measurements and Dr. Cicerone at the University of Michigan. Ob-
viously, they are capable of doing these measurements, but 1 have no 
reason t.' believe that it can be douse in the very foreseeable future. 

The some thing with ozone. It is very difficult to measure ozone. ' 
The fluctuation in ozone is large enough, maybe 4 or 5 percent, for us 
hot to be able to tell in the next vear or two whether them has been 
really the elIect you are looking for. So 1 don't think in ß or 3 years 
we are going to be able to get the kind of evidence that everyone has 
bean.talking about. 



31r. Rcwelui. What shdull wo do until we get. the evidtnce? 
Mr. An AEU, It seems to me that the burden is un those who feel that 

if there ur:• mechanisms, reactions, pathways and other things that ; 
the models have ignored. Much of the diet grecment could be purely 
at the theoretical levels on whether the models use the right assump-
tions, whether these diffusion models are atrutat,e, mid so forth. Other 
p oplu could perhaps do similar studies, perhaps three-dimensional ; 

-\- • studies. to see if they come to conflicting predictions. So far wo have.
not wen any conflicting prediction . 

Mr. Brea.. We feel that a prima facie case has been made ont that 
this effect occùrs.As Dr. Ahmed stated, there is a remarkable, almost 
an unprecedented consensus among the scientists. It. has been estimated 
by Dr. Rowland that we have already suffered a 1-percent ozone loss. 
Dr. lit ach testified that that means a 9-percent increase eventually 
in skin cancer. Every year we wait there is an increase of a fraction of 
1 percent in the ozone loss, and a greater increase, twice as great, in 
skin cancer. 

We feel that waiting beyond some time in 1075 would be highly ir-
respon4sible.We believe it would be appropriate for the Congress to set 
a deadline by which, if this theory is not disproved, the kind of certifi-
cation procedure that the bill provides,for would go into effect. This 
would give industry every incentive to undertake the best possible re-
search program--and Government agencies should certainly cooper-
ate—to disprove this theory if it can to disproved within the time pe-
riod wo can tolerate in terms of the possible public health effect. 

We feel this would be an appropriate way of dealing with the 
problem. The concerned industry would have every incentive to bring 
forward whatever evidence it could within that time period, yet the 
publie would be assured that its health will be protected if that evi-
dence is not forthcoming. For Congress to wait until the end of that 
period before it acts would be to risk further delay which might have 
tragic íttFcets on pnblic health and on ecosystems of great importance. 



The truths of 

Professor J. E. Lovelock 

Dr. Mario J. Molina 

.. Academic Scientists. 

Personal communications: J E. LOVELOCK 
6n,r.ercrk:me Sa!:snury vb:;Cso!re 
Telephone 0722 78 38.7 

31st July 1975
Dr Herbert Bassow 
Chairman 
Science Department 
German Town Friends Schobli 
31 Coulter Streèt 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19145

Dear Dr Bassow, 

Thank you for your letter which I have just seen 'on returning 
from a visit'to Colorado for a meeting of the National 
Academy of Sciences Panel on the fluorocarbon problem. 

Therë.is no real disagreement on anything'other Ulan emphasis 
and policy. The hypothesis of ozone depletion by chlorine 
from halocarbons" is plausible and gives cause for concern. 
It would certainly'be'unwise to assume that the unrestrained 
release of halocarbons can continue indefinitely without 
something unpleasant taking place. Where I differ from. my 
colleagues is that I do not accept the need for instant 
legáslative actión, especially if this is a result of 
emotional.fears of skin cancer rather than a consequence of 
reasoned scientific debate based on sound ev4dence. 

At present the depletion of ozone by freons is still small 
compared'with the depletion from`natoral'chiorocarbons such 
as methyl chlóride and perhaps CC1 and,also small compared 
with the natural PrDttuattonr or'"o~one co,ioentratton. 
think that we have at least three possibly five years to_. 
investigate and base our decisions on fact rather than fear. 
It is true that the freons will'accumulete in the atmosphere 
because—of their long-residence time and that'their effects 
will be manifest for spmetime after they cease to be released. 
I have taken this•into account in making the comments above. 

It is possible to 'view the consequénces of substantial
increase in ultra violet radiation at the surface simply by 

visiting-other parts of the world.. Thus most places in the 
southern hemisphere have higher UV levels at the surface at 
comparable latitudes. 1 know of no signs whatever of crop' 
damage, algal destruction or other gloom predictions concerning 
UV inbrease in such places as South Africa, Australia or New 
Zealand. It is true that the white skinned suffer more skin 
cancer in these regions bdt this is not yet a problem sufficient 
.to discourage *migration to those countries. 

Yours sincerely,



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE 

BE^rn ^' • DAVIS • DiVL4E • LOS ANGELES • á ITMLSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY DIVINE, CALIFORNIA 92664 

October 6, 1975 

Mr. Herb Bassow, Chairman 
Science Department 
Germantown Friends School 
31 West Coulter Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144 

Dear Mr. Bassow: 

I am enclosing a copy of Heicklen's old article on CFC13, as well as a review article 
by Rowland and myself which contains many more references to earlier studies. 

As you mention in your letter, much of the chemistry on which we based the 
fluorocarbon-ozone projections is not at all new, and is very well documented. 
Nevertheless we are in the process of updating our review, since much work has-
been accomplished in the past year. Most of the important reaction rate constants 
have been remeasured: as expected, some reactions turned out to be slower while 
others turned out to be faster (all within a factor of two), the net effect being that 
the predictions of ozone depletion remain essentially unchanged from our original 
calculations. 

The only major change in the overall picture since last year is that actual measurements 
of various chlorine containing species in the atmosphere have been performed: so far, 
the results of all of these measurements give strong support to the original predictions. 

I am enclosing a few newspaper articles which describe some of these measurements, 
and I will send you the update of our review as soon as it becomes available. 

Sincerely, 

Mario J. Molina 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 

MJM/pk 
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The truth.of Dr. R. J. Cicerone, Academic'Scientist. 

...excerpted from his statement for U.S. House o Representatives 
Committee on Science and Technology, súbcommittee on the Envir- ' 
onient and the Atmosphere, George E. Brown,, Jr.', Chairman, during 
hearings on H.R. 4652, "Upper Atmosphere Research and Monitoring 
Act of 1975," H.R. 3118 and. H.R. 3916, both entitled "Ozone Pro-
tection Act.of 1975." May 20,  1975 

I mention all óf these studies to document the fact that thé 

hypothesis that man-made chlorofluoromethanes lead to ozone-loss 

is in perfect accord with all experimental measurements•an4 all 

calculations performed so far. 

Now the major uses of these fluorocarbons are as aerpsol 

propellants, refrigeration_ fluids and.. foam-blowing. agents, 55%, 28% 

and 15%, respectively. So on the one hand we face the situation 

where a larger ozone loss will result each year we continue their 

usage (and as all the 'calculations show, the ozone loss will not 

be repaired for several decades after we cease'to use these 

chemicals). Thús, whatever biological.and climatiç effects ensue 

will get worse the longer we wait before encouraging or forcing 

the producers to halt. And on the other hand your repnesentatives 

in Congress and the leaders in business realize that there are 

uncertainties in our calculations. For example, recent laboratory 

studies (by Drs. Davis, Watson and co-workers at the University

of Maryland and by Drs. Kaufman, Anderson and co-workers at the 

  University of Pittsburgh) show that two key chemical reactions - 

proceed at different rates than previously reported. Consequently,' 

the ozone-loss projections that had been calculated through 

February, 1975 are too large by about 300%. !Appendix 13, a news 

storm by Dr: Hammond summarizes these new findings. Such sudden 

changea in scientific projections do not please those of you 

;Tho ire charged with decision.-veking responsibilities, I'm su:e. 



Industry truths: Statements to shareholders 

ERIN= 
CORPORATION 

LT 
3 Parkway • 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102 

To boa or not to boo 

. Since this is such a topic of 
discussion these days, possibly it 
would be helpful to express our 
posture on this matter. 

Should fluorocarbon propellents 
like our lsotroru be banned? 
There are those who would say 
"Yes," while others would say, 
'Lee's first find out to what extent 
the scientific hypothesis that 
fluorocarbons my present a 
potential problem is confirmed with 
factual data before over-reacting to 
this well-intentioned warning." 

We in Pennwalt commend the 
scientific community for calling 
this potential danger to the 
world's attention. We believe that 
we *should allow'that same scientific 
community sufficient time to prove 
or 4isprove their nosy that 
fluorocarbons do„ in fact, reduce 
the ozone layer in the stratosphere 
and thereby constitute danger 
to mankind. 

If scientific studies conclude 
factually that fluorocarbon s 
adversely affect the ozone in the , 
stratosphere and, therefore, 
endanger human beings on this 
earth, we shall of course, endorse 
their ban. But, in the meantime, 
we believe we shouldnot entourage 
a political solutiem to a scientific 
question. 

Cordially yours, 

William P. Drake \ 
Chairmanof thebwrdand President! 

Ilndi ilk 'MI 

I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS • COMPANY / 
aVCORlOnATEO 

STOCKHOLDER RELATION! SECTION 
WILMINGTON. MARRA' MN 

NEGATIVE BURDEN OF PROOF 

A growing and disturbing trend Is the tendency of 
some gdfernment agencies to ban the sale of prod-
ucts thought to present some dangers (cranberries 
and cyclamates are examples well-known to 
consumers? on the basis of fragmentary br ;neon-
elusive evidence. The burden of proof Is then 
shifted to industry to prove a total absence of 
harm. This attitude colors much of the discussion 
regarding the proposed Toxic Substances Act. 

The ozone/fluorocarbon contrOtersy is another 
case in point. This controversy stems from a 
computer-based theory predicting that some 
fluorocarbon propellants and refrigerants, rising 
slowly to the stratosphere, partially deplete the 
ozone layer which moderates the Intensity of 
ultraviolet rays present in sunlight. There have 
been, both In and out .of government, many advocates of the "bad now,

find facts later "
philosophy. 

Meanwhile, new Information fias reduced 
considerably the estimate of the impact of fluoro-
carbons on the ozone even if the hypothesis should 
prove valid. Research programs to determine. the 
validity of the fluorocarbon/ozone depletion 
hypothesis have been funded by industry at four-
teen major un.versities and additional government 
studies art under way. 

Eminent scientists believe there is no signifi-
cant health hazard in waiting the two-to-three 
years needed to get the facts on which an informed 
judgment can be made. In cases like the fluoro. 
carbon controversy, webelieve that in the absence 
of a risk of immediate berm Du Pont should 
oppose any precipitous'action that adversely 
affects the consumer aid our business and  in turn
damages the  nation's economy.. 

 July 1975 
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Legislative truth: 

Wording of bill growing out of December 1974 

hearings before Paul Rogers' subcommittee on 

Public Health and Environment of the Committee 

on Interstate id Foreign Commerce, U.S. House 

of Representatives. 

~ H. R. 31 1 8 

IN THE IIOUSE OF REPMENTATIYF.S 

Fmuuaes 1í1y 197tí 

Mr.Rnmau (for himself and Idr. F.sru) intiod.wd the following bill; which , 
wee referred to the Conunitte e on Interstate end Foreign Commerce end 

Science and Technology

A BILL 
To amend the Clean Air Act so as to assure that serorr 1 spray 

containers di+charging chlnro(luoromethane compound+ in the 

ambient air will not impair the environmental ozone layer, to 

prevent any increased skin cancer risk, and otherwise to pro-
tect the public health and environment. 



Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

SUORT TITLE; TAELE ON CONTENTS 

SacTmx 1. This Act may be cited as the "Ozone Protec-

tion Act of 1974", 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

See. 1. Short title; table of contents. 
See. 9. Amendment of Clean Air Act. 
Sec. S. Conforming amendmenk 

AMENDMENT OF OLEAN AID AC' 

Sec. 2. Title 1 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857 

and following) is amended by adding at the end thereof the 

following new subtitle:. 

"Subtitle B--O:one Protection  

"FINDINOE 

"SEE. 130. (a) The Congress finds, on the basis of 

presently available information, that— 

" (1) discharge of chlorofluoromethane into the 

indoor or outdoor ambient air threatens to reduce the 

concentration of ozone in the stratosphere, 

"(2) ozone reduction is likely to lead,to increased 

incidence of solar ultraviolet radiation at the surface 

of  the Earth, 

"(3) increased incidence of solar ultraviolet radia-

tion may cause increased rates of disease in humans 

(including increased rates of skin cancer), threatn 

important food crops, and otherwise damage the natural

environment, 



"(4) the release of chlorofluoromethane may pose 

a danger to the 'public health, safety, and welfare, and 

"(5) unless research proves the safety of choloro-

fluoromethane, continued use of chlorofluoromethane 

compounds in aerosol spray containers should not be 

permitted. 

" (b) For purposes of this subtitle the' term `chloro-

fluoromethane' means the chemical compounds CFCIs and 

CF2Cl2 and such other chlorinated fluorocarbon compounds 

as the Administrator determines by rule may threaten to 

contribute to reductions in the concentration of ozone in 

the stratosphere. 

"STUDIES AND REPORTS 

"SEC. 151. (a) NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

STUDY.—The Administrator shall undertake to contract with 

the National Academy of Sciences to study, and prepare a 

report, concerning the nature and likelihood of potential 

effects (direct and indirect) on public health and the en- 
oso 

vironment of the discharge of chlorofluoromethane into the 

ambient air. Such report shall also include information on 

the availability of (1) methods to recover and recycle 

chlorofluoromethane from products which have been sold 

to the ultimate consumer, (2) methods of preventing the 

escape of chlorofluoromethane into the autbient air in various 

uses, and (3) safe substitútes for chlorofluoromethane in. 

various uses. Such report shall be transmitted to Congress 



not later than one year after the date of enactment of this 

subtitle. 

"(b) NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD-

MINISTRATION REPORT.—Within twelve months of the date 

of the enactment of this subtitle, the Administrator of the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration shall report 

to the Cohgress and to the Administrator son the evidence 

then available concerning *the nature and likelihood of po-

tential effects (direct and indirect) on public health and 

the environment of the discharge  of chlorofluoromethane 

into the ambient air. 

"RECOMMENDED STANDARDS 

"SEC. 152. Not later than fifteen months after enactment 

of this subtitle, the' Administrator shall report to the Con-

gress on recommendations for control of chlorofluoromethane 

discharges into the ambient air from sources other than aero-

sol spray containers. Such report shall include recommended 

standards to limit such emissions from major sources (other 

than aerosol spray containers) to the maximum extent which 

the Administrator deternrinés will be feasible (taking into 

account the cost otIchieving such limitation), and recoin-

mended effective dates for such gtandards. 

"WAIVER AUTHORITY 

"SEo. 153. If the Administrator finds, after— 

" (1) consideration of the reports under section 151, 

"(2) consultation with appropriate Federal agen-

cies and scientific entities, and 



" (3) opportunity for public hearing, 

that no significant risk to the public health, safety, or en-

vironment is, or may be posed, or contributed to, by the 

discharge of chlorofluoromethane compounds (or any class 

thereof) into the ambient air from aerosol spray containers, 

then he, or she may,. by rule, waive the prohibition of see- • 

tion 154 in whole or in part. 

"ENFORCEMENT 

"SEC. 154. (a) PROmnITION.—Except as provided in 

section 153, it shall be unlawful for any person to manufac-

ture, sell, deliver for introduction into commerce, or offer for 

sale any aerosol spray container which in normal operation 

discharges chiorofluoromethane into the ambient air, more 

than two years after the date of enactment of this subtitle. 

" (b) SANCTION3.— 

" (1) The Administrator may apply to any United 

States district court in the judicial district in which the 

person alleged to be engaged in conduct prohibited by 

subsection (a) is located or conducts business to obtain 

a temporary restraining order, a preliminary or perma-

nent injunction, and other appropriate equitable relief 

to restrain any act prohibited by subsection (a) . 

"(2) Any person engaged in conduct prohibited by 

subsection (a) may be subject to a civil penalty of not 

more than $10,000 per day of violation in the discretion 

of the district court. 



"AUTIl01ZIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

' "SAO. 155. (a) NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIRNCEs I 

STUDY.—For the purpose of sections 151 (a) and 152, there 

are authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator, 

$500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1975,

$1,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, 

$250,000 for the fiscal period ending September 30, 1976, ,

and $500,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1977. 

"(b) NATIONAL ARRONAUTIC8 AND SPACE ADMINIS-

TRATION STUDY.—For the purpose of section 151 (b), thére 

are authorized to be appropriated to the Administrator of the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, $1,000,000 

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, $1,000,000 for the 

fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1976, $250,000 for the fiscal 

period ending September 30, 1976, and $750,000 for the 

fiscal'yenr ending Septetñber 60, 1977. 

" (e) For the purpose of carrying out other provisions 

of this subtitle, there are authorized _to be appropriated to 

the Administrator such sums as may be necessary for the 

fiscal years ending June 30, 1975, June 30, 1976, Septem-

ber 30, 1977, and for the fiscal period ending September 30, 

1976." 
CONFORMINO AMENDMENT 

SEC. 3. Title 1 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857 

and following) is amended by inserting immediately before 

section 101 the following: 

"Subtitle A--Air Quality and Emission Limitations". 
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